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In a hypergroup, especially in the generalization called Hv-group, several convolutions can 
be defined. A convolution is given and a hypergroup algebra is obtained which is a Hv-ring. 
Examples and applications on known classes of hyperstructures are also investigated. 
AMS classification." 20N20; 16Y99 
1. Weak hyperstructures 
First recall some definitions and theorems on hyperstructures. For the classical 
hyperstructures see [1] and for the weak ones see [3]. 
Definition 1.1. Let H be a set and • : H x H ~ ~(H)  be a hyperoperation. The (.) 
in H is called weak associative, we write WASS, if 
(xy)zNx(yz) ~ 0 for allx, y,z inH. 
The (.) is called weak commutative, we write COW, if 
xy N yx ~ 0 for all x, y in H. 
The hyperstructure (H,.) is called Hv-semigroup if (.) is WASS. H is called 
Hv-quasigroup if the reproduction axiom is valid, i.e., 
xH = Hx = H for all x in H. 
H is called Hv-group if it is a Hv-quasigroup and a Hv-semigroup. It is called 
Hv-commutative group if it is a Hv-group and a COW. 
A hyperstructure (R, +, . )  is called Hv-ring if 
(a) (+)  and (.) are WASS, 
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(b) the reproduction axiom is valid for (+), and 
(c) (.) is weak distributive with respect o (+), i.e., 
x(Y+z)n(xy+xz)¢O + y)z ( z + yz )¢  0 forallx, y, zinR. 
If the above (a) and (c) axioms are valid then R is called Hv-semiring. 
Let (Hi,.), (/-/2, *) be Hv-groups. A map f :  H1 ~ H2 is called weak homomor- 
phism if f (x .y)n f (x ) .  f (y )  ¢ 0 for all x, yEH1, inclusion homomorphism if f (x.y)  c 
f (x)  • f (y )  Vx, y E Ht and strong homomorphism if f (x  • y) = f (x)  • f (y )  
Vx, y E HI. If f is onto, 1:1 and strong homomorphism, then it is called isomor- 
phism, moreover, if f is defined on the same Hv-group then it is called 
automorphism. The set of automorphisms in H, written AutH, is a group. 
Definition 1.2. Let (G, .), (G, . )  be H~-groups, defined on the same set G. (-) is called 
less or equal than (.), and we write .~<., iff there is a f E Aut(G,.) such that 
xyC_f (x ,  y) Vx, y E G. We also say that ( . )  is greater than (.). Moreover, we say 
that (G,*) contains the (G,.). We can define the union ( . )  of two hyperoperations 
(+) and (•), and we write , -- + U ®, defined on the same set H, as follows: 
x* y --- (x+ y )U(x@y)  for all x,y in H. 
Theorem 1.3. Greater hyperoperation from one of the given Hv-group, defines a 
Hv-group. The weak commutativity is also valid for every greater hyperoperation. 
Definition 1.4. Let (H, .) be a Hv-group. The fl* relation is the smallest equivalence 
relation such that the quotient H/E* is a group, the fundamental group. The ]~* is 
called fundamental equivalence relation. 
Let (R,+,-) be a Hv-ring. The fundamental equivalence relation 7" is the small- 
est equivalence relation such that the quotient R/y* is a ring. The R/7* is called 
fundamental ring. 
A Hv-ring is called Hv-fieM if its fundamental ring is a field. 
All the canonical maps cp from a Hv-structure to their fundamental structure are called 
fundamental maps. If q~ : H---+1-1/[3" is the fundamental map of a Hv-group then the ker- 
nel of ~0 is called core and it is denoted by ogtt. Therefore, og,q---- 
{xEH: tp(x)= 1}, where 1 denotes the unit of the fundamental group. 
Example 1.5. On the set Z,n, consider the hyperoperation (®) defined by setting 
0Gm={6,m} and xOy=x+y forall (x,y)E~-2mn-{((),m)}. 
Then (7/ran, ®) becomes a Hv-group. @ is WASS but not associative since taking k 
roT/ we have 
(6e  m)~k = {6,m} ~k = {k,m + k} 
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and 
B~(m~k)=B~(m+k)= {m+k}. 
Moreover, it is COW but not commutative. From the sum 
[. . .(6 e~)  ~. . "  • m] • m--  (O,m,2m .. . . .  (n -  1)m}, 
Y 
n-  1 times 
it is obtained that fl*(O) = {O,m ... .  ,(n - 1)m}. 
Similarly, for every 0 < k < n - 1 we have 
[ . . . (k®m)G. . .®m]  Gm--  {k ,k+m, . . . , k+(n-  1)m}. 
n-  1 times 
So fl*(k) =- k + m2~. That means that fl* = fl and Zmn/fl* ~ 7/m. 
Example 1.6. Consider the group (2~ n, +)  and take ml . . . . .  mn E t~. We define a hyper- 
operation O in 2~ n as follows: 
(ml . . . . .  mn) G (0 . . . . .  0) = {(ml . . . . .  mn),(O .. . . .  0)} 
and + = ® in the remaining cases. 
(7/", ®) is a Hv-group which is WASS and COW. Moreover, 
~n/fl* ~ ~ml'"mn X 77 n-l. 
This is obtained because for every k E t~ we have 
(ml . . . . .  ran) * ('~" * ((ml . . . . .  mn) E3 (0 . . . . .  0 ) ) . . . )  
k times 
---- {(kml . . . . .  kmn) , ( (k -  1)rot . . . . .  ( k -  1)mn) . . . . .  (0 . . . . .  0)}. 
Moreover, by adding, on the left, the element (-kin1 . . . . .  -kmn) the finite product is 
obtained: 
{(0 .. . .  ,0 ) , . . . , ( - (k -  1)ml . . . . .  - (k -  1)mn),(-kml . . . . .  -kmn)}. 
Therefore, for every kE~7, we have (/on . . . . .  km)fl*(0 . . . . .  0). 
Example 1.7. Consider the group (7/n, +)  and take ml .. . . .  mn E t~. We define a hyper- 
operation ~3 in 2r, as follows: 
(ml ,0 , . . . ,0 )@(0 ,0  . . . . .  0)  = {(ml ,0  . . . .  ,0 ) , (0 ,0  . . . . .  0)},  
(0, m2 . . . . .  0)  @ (0, 0 . . . . .  0 )  = {(0, m2 . . . .  ,0 ) ,  (0, 0 . . . . .  0 ) ) ,  
(0 ,0  . . . . .  mn) @ (0 ,0 , . . . ,0 )  = {(0 ,0  . . . . .  ran) , (0 ,0  . . . . .  0)} 
and + -- ® in the remaining cases. 
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(2~ n, ~)  is a Hv-group which is WASS and COW. We have 
zn/ l  ~:~ ~-- ~-ml X ~-tn2 X "'" X ~-mn" 
Definition 1.8. An elemement u E H of a Hv-structure is called scalar with respect o 
a hyperoperation ( . )  if u * x = x • u = singleton, Vx E H. s E H is called sinole if 
fl*(s) = {s} (similarly, 7*(s) = {s}). Denote by SH the set of all single elements. If 
a Hv-group has SH ~ 0 then one can find the fundamental c asses using the following: 
Theorem 1.9. Let (H, .) be a Hv-group and s E S~I. Let a E 11, take any element 
vEH such that sEar, then #*(a)= {hEH: hv=s}, and the core of H is coH=(uEH: 
us = s} = {u E H: su = s}. Moreover, sx = #*(sx) and xs = fl*(xs) for 
all xEH. 
If (R,+,.) is Hv-ring and s ESR ¢ 0, then s +x  = 7*(s +x) ,  x +s  = y*(x + s), 
Vx E R, but there is no analogous relation for the hyperproduct. 
Definition 1.10. A Hv-structure (Hv-group, Hv-ring, etc.) is a Hb-structure if its hyper- 
operations contain operations which define a corresponding structure (group, ring, etc., 
resp.), called b-structure and its operations are called b-operations. Proper Hb-group 
have no single elements. 
2. Hv-hypergroupoid algebra 
Definition 2.1. Let (G,-) be a hypergroupoid. We call set of fundamental maps on G 
with respect o (.), the set 
6 )= {0" G x G onto  G: (x,y) Hz lzExy  }. 
Any subset O~ C O defines a hyperoperation (%) on G as follows: 
x % y = {z: z = O(x, y) for some 0 E Or}. 
Obviously, % ~<. and 6)~ c 6)o,, where 6)o~ denotes the fundamental maps on G with 
respect to %. A set 6), C 6) is called associative (resp. WASS) if and only if for every 
subset 6)~ E 6)~ the hyperoperation ~ is associative (resp. WASS). A hypergroupoid 
(G, .) will be called O-WASS if there exists an element 0o E O which defines an 
associative operation (o) in G. That means that (G, .) is a Hv-semigroup. 
Remark 2.2 (Vougiouklis [2]). For a hypergroupoid (G, .) with [G[ = n we, obviously, 
have 
(x,y)CG 2 
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Moreover, for every 0EO we have 1 ~<]0-1(g)l ~<n 2-n+ 1 for all gEG where O-l(g) 
is the inverse image of g. 
However, for every 0EO we have ~--~0ec 10-1(g)l = nz" 
Remarks 2.3. (a) The property G-G = G in a hypergroupoid (G, .) does not guarantee 
that O ¢ 0. If G is Hv-group then O ¢ 0. Indeed, a construction of an element 0 E O 
is the following: For every g E G, using the reproduction axiom, take a 9 t E G such that 
g E99', so 0(9,9') = 9. For the remaining (x,y)E G 2 set O(x,y) = z where, simply, 
z Exy. 
(b) If (G, .) is 0-WASS then every greater hypergroupoid s 0-WASS. 
(c) All Hb-groups are O-WASS. 
(d) Any Hb-semigroup in which the b-structure has the property G2 = G, is 0-WASS. 
(e) If (G,-) is a Hv-group containing a scalar, then all the maps f :  G x G ~ G 
with f (x ,y)Exy,  Vx, yEG, are onto, i.e., fEO.  This is so because, i f s  is a scalar 
then f(s, G) = G. 
Thus, we obtain that gO = l~(x,y)~C2(#xy). 
Example 2.4. An example of the type of b-semigroups in the Remark 2.3(d) is defined 
as follows: 
Fix an element sE G. We define the product by setting 
{ ;  if xCy,  
xoy= if x=y.  
Then G o G = G and (o) is associative since 
(x°Y)°Z=x°(Y°Z)= { xs otherwise, if x= y=z ,  
Definition 2.5. Let (G, .) be 0-WASS with [G[ =-n and 0o E O be associative. Let K 
be a field, and 
K[C] = Z[GI K 
be the set of functions on G with values in K, i.e., K[G] is the set of formal linear 
combinations of elements of G with coefficients from K. In K[G] the ordinary addition 
(+) can be defined by setting 
( f l+fz ) (9 )=f l (o )+f2(9)  forall 9EG and fl,f2EK[G]. 
Furthermore, consider the hyperproduct (.), called convolution, defined for every f l ,  J2 
of K[G] as follows: 
f l * f2  = ~fo: fo(9)= ~ fl(x)f2(y), OEO~. 
k O(x,y )=o ) 
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According to Remark 2.2, the defined convolution keeps the constant sum of n 2 terms 
for every 0 E 61. 
Theorem 2.6. The (K[G], +, .) is a Hv-ring which is, in fact, a multiplicative Hv-ring 
where the inclusion distributivity is valid. 
Proof. Obviously, (K[G],+) is a group. Let f l , f2,f3 EK[G]. Then 
(fl :e f2)* f3"-~- { fO : fo(U)'~- EO(x,y)=ufl(x)f2(Y)' 0E61} * f3 
={f~o: fe(9)= ~e(u,z)=o O(x,y)=u~ fl(x)f2(y)f3(z), O, goE61} g fOo, 
where 
leo (g) = ~ ~ fl(x)f2(y)fa(z). 
Oo(u,z)=.q Oo(x,y)=u 
On the other hand, 
f l  * (A  * f3) 
={f_~: f~o(9)= ~ ~ fl(x)f2(Y)f3(z), 0_, ~EO}gf0o ,  
- ~o(x ,y )=# O_(y,z)=v 
where f_0o(g) = ~_0o(X,V)=g ~_0o(y,z)=v fl(x)f2(y)fa(z). 
But 0o is associative, i.e., (x o y) o z = x o (y o z), Vx, y,z E G; which means that 
Oo[Oo(x, y),z] = O_o[x,O_o(y,z)]. 
Therefore, fOg = f_Oo. Thus, 
(fl * f2)* f3(3f l  * (f2 * f3) ~ ~. 
Now, for the left distributivity, we have 
fl  *(f2 + f3) = (fo" fo(g) = ~ f,(x)[(f2 + fa)(Y)], OEO'~ k O(x, y)=9 J 
= ~fo" fo(g)= ~ [fl(x)f2(y)+ fl(x)f3(y)], OEO~ k O(x, y)=o ) 
and 
f l * f2  + f l * f3  = {fp: fp(g)= ~ fl(x)f2(y), pEO} 
p(x, y )=g 
+{f:o: f~o(g) = ~ fl(x)f3(Y), (, OEO } 
~o(x, y )=o 
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= {foe = fp + f,P: fp~(g) = ~ fl(x)f2(y) 
p(x,y)=g 
+ ~ fl(r)f3(s), p,q)E19}. 
(p(r,s)=g 
Thus, f l  * (f2 + f3) C_ f i  * f2 + f i  * f3, which is left inclusion distributivity. Similarly, 
the right inclusion distributivity is valid. [] 
Definition 2.7. The above Hv-ring is called hypergroupoid Hv-aloebra. 
Open problem 2.8. Find sufficient and necessary conditions for a hypergroupoid so 
that a WASS convolution can be defined. 
Remark 2.9. Given a hypergroupoid (G,-) one can define a hypergroupoid Hv-algebra 
by 'enlarging' the hyperoperation (-) as follows: Take any (.)  on G such that (G,*) 
is O-WASS hypergroupoid then take the union [] = • U ,, i.e., xQy = (xy) U (x • y), 
Vx, y E G. On (G, rn), the hypergroupoid algebra is defined. 
3. Examples and applications 
Example 3.1. Consider the Hb-group (7/3, 0 )  where the b-group is (7/3, +) and the 
non-singleton products are: 1 ® 1 = {0, 1}, 2G2 = {0, 1,2}. The 0 is scalar. Therefore, 
by Remark 2.3(e) every map 0" ie23 --* 723 with O(x,y)Exy, is an element of O. Thus, 
IO] = 2 .3  = 6. More precisely, setting 19 = {01,02,03,04,05,06} we have 
and 
o(6,8)--0,  0 (8 , i )=0( i ,6 )= i ,  0 ( f i ,~)=0(LS)=L  
0(i,~) = 0(L i )  = 6, v0Eo  
o1(L i) = 6, o~(L~) = 6; o2(~, i) = 6, o2(Lff) = i; 
03(i, i) = 5, 03(L2) = ~; 
04(i,i) = i, 04(2,2)= 6; 05( i , i )=  i, 05(~,~) = i; 
06(1, i) = i,06(2,:2) = 2. 
Every hyperproduct of elements of K[773] has, at most, 6 elements. Let r,s E K[7/3] ,
then 
r*s= {to: to(g)= ~ r(x)s(y), 0E19}. 
O(x, y )=g 
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For every 0EO on to(9), 9E713, 9 products of the form r(x)s(y) are used. So, for 







= r(())s(()) + r(1 )s(2) + r(2)s(i) + r(i)s(i) + r(~)s(~), 
= r(O)s(i) + r(i)s(6), to, (2) = r(O)s(~) + r(2)s(O), 
= r(())s(O) + r(1)s(2) + r(2)s(i) + r(i)s(i), 
= r(0)s(1) + r(1)s(0) + r(2)s(2), to2(2) : r(O)s(2) + r(2)s(0), 
= r(6)s(0) + r(1)s(2) + r(7~)s(i) + r(i)s(]), 
= r(6)s(i) + r(i)s(6), to3(2) = r(O)s(2) + r(2)s(0) + r(f2)s(~), 
and similar for the to4, to~, to6. 
Example 3.2. Consider the Hb-group (7/mn, ~)  defined in Example 1.5. Then, 0 has, 
by Remark 2.3(e), only two elements O = {01,02} and O(x,y)= x + y, V0E 19 and 
(x,y) ~ (O,m) and 01(0,m) -- 8, 02(0,m) = m. 
The map 02 leads to the known convolution on (Y-ran, +). 
The map 01 gives in the expression to,(9) = ~,O,(x,y)=or(x)s(y) for every element 
different from 8 and m, a sum of mn elements. 
Moreover, to, (0) = ~-~Ol(x,y)=6 r(x)s(y) is a sum of mn+l  terms of the form r(x)s(y) 
and to,(m) = ~o~(x,y)=mr(X)s(y) is a sum of mn-  1 terms of r(x)s(y). 
Definition 3.3. Let (Si, .), iE1, Ill > 1 be a pairwise disjoint family of Hv-semigroups. 
Then in the set S = Uiez si a hyperoperation @, called S-hyperoperation, is defined 
as follows: 
xi® yi = xiyi forall (xi, yi)ES2i, 
x i®x j  =S iUS j  forall (xi,xj)ESi ×Sj, i¢ j .  
Then the hyperstructure (S,@), called S-construction, is a Hv-group [4]. The S-con- 
struction can be applied for semihypergroups and IS/~*[ = 1. 
On a given family of pairwise disjoint sets Si one can consider the total hyper- 
operation: ab = S1, Va, b E Si, or the least incidence hyperoperation: ab = {a,b}, 
Va, b E Si, then the S-construction can be applied. This hyperoperation is basic in 
the incidence geometries. 
I f / i s  a finite set and Si, iE I  are finite sets, then the Hv-groupoid algebra is defined 
for every hyperoperation in Si, iE I .  Let us denote si = cardS;, iE1. Suppose that all 
S~, iE I  are groups or groupoids with 6~i ¢ 0, the Oi is in Si, then 
i<j 
card ~9 = 2. 11 (si + s j). 
i, jEl 
If the ~9i # 0 is not valid then card ~9 is smaller than the above number. 
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In the special case where Si = {xi}, i E I,  the S-construction coincides with the 
incidence hyperoperation. Then, if card I = n, we have 
card (9 = 2 • 2 n(n- 1). 
Definition 3.4. A Hv-structure is called very thin (cf. [4]) iff all hyperoperations are 
operations except one, which has all hyperproducts singletons except only one, which 
is a subset of  cardinality more than one. Therefore, in a very thin Hv-structure in H 
there exists a hyperoperation (.) and a (a ,b )EH 2 for which ab = A, with cardA > l, 
and all the other products, with respect o any other hyperoperation, are singletons. 
It is immediate that in all Hv-groups 1~O = cardA. Suppose [H I = n, then for any 
0 E O we have for all h E H, 10-1(h)l -- n or there are two elements hi and h2 for 
which we have 10-1(h~)l -- n - 1, [O-l(h2)l = n + 1. Thus, the convolution is very 
similar to the one defined in groups. 
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